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6. Reconciliation and reintegration

Many of the Solomon Islanders and RAMSI members we interviewed did not 
see reconciliation as part of RAMSI’s job, particularly in its first few years. 
Rather this was seen as something Solomon Islanders must demand, initiate 
and lead. On the other hand, some informants, including Andrew Nori, Jimmy 
Rasta and former IFM leaders, felt RAMSI had crowded reconciliation off the 
policy agenda. The arrival of RAMSI was seen as putting the policy focus on 
everything but reconciliation, especially law and order (Allen and Dinnen 2010). 
MEF spokesman Andrew Nori told John Braithwaite that ‘you can’t reconcile by 
demand’. But a combination of RAMSI not demanding it, crowding it off the 
policy agenda with other important matters of statebuilding and Melanesian 
patience about getting around to reconciliation meant that reconciliation 
languished for years with little attention. Reconciliation is certainly a notable 
absence from the whole-of-government approach in Figure 5.5. We have seen 
that closure of the National Peace Council was a setback for reconciliation; the 
council’s network of 80 mediators, mainly in Guadalcanal and Malaita, was 
slowly but progressively bringing conflicting parties back together in a spirit of 
forgiveness by sharing their stories. 

A final obstacle to reconciliation was the philosophy that many parties to the 
conflict adopted—including RAMSI, the MEF, Premier Alebua and prime 
ministers Sogavare and Kemakeza—that justice should precede reconciliation, 
or compensation should precede reconciliation. Contrast this with Bougainville. 
There would certainly be negotiation of what payments (traditional or in kina) 
would be made before the scheduling of the formal reconciliation meeting. But 
in Bougainville this was viewed simply as a step towards the important thing, 
which was the reconciliation. Usually gifts were given in a spirit of symbolising 
how precious was the spilt blood, rather than in a spirit of compensation. There 
was rarely in Bougainville a philosophy of compensation before reconciliation. 

Nori indicated to John Braithwaite how fundamental this difference was by 
saying if he took John’s pen from him, John then hit him, and Andrew hit 
John back, they could reconcile. But the reconciliation could not occur without 
Andrew giving John his pen back first. What he saw as following from this 
was there could be no reconciliation until land taken from Malaitans was 
compensated. He claimed that expelled Malaitans were compensated only for 
their lost property (livestock, houses), not for land they had paid for. He thought 
a Truth and Reconciliation Commission could be a good idea when interviewed 
in 2006, but only if truth led to repair and then to reconciliation. In any case, he 
did not see a national commission as the most important form of reconciliation. 
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He had seen many examples of both sides praying together in church as groups 
of individuals and viewed this as much more important. Ultimately, Nori felt 
reconciliation must deal with ‘real harms against real individuals’ as opposed 
to ‘unreal group harms against “Guadalcanal” or “Malaitans”’. For this reason, 
he favoured a government repository of individual complaints—‘this was taken 
from or done to me’—as a foundation for real reconciliation. 

There were many bottom-up reconciliations led by women. For example, a group 
of Guadalcanal women visited Malaita for a reconciliation ceremony at the Takwa 
Catholic Parish in September 2003 (Kabutaulaka 2004:396). Earlier still in the 
struggle for peace, Women for Peace regularly plied the airwaves of the Solomon 
Islands Broadcasting Corporation with pleas for reconciliation nationally, and 
locally used churches as peace platforms (Corrin 2008:188; Pollard 2000). Women 
became important in the training in restorative justice methods delivered by 
Solomon Islanders employed by international aid NGO World Vision (see Box 
6.1). World Vision trained hundreds on the Weather Coast in restorative justice 
methods and established Bougainville-style Peace and Good Order Committees 
in eight villages there. These committees have led many family-to-family and 
village-to-village reconciliations over killings, arson and theft. These committees 
have also energised some EU micro-project initiatives through establishing village 
plans for development that involve tackling the micro-projects. 

Box 6.1 Two Weather Coast peacebuilding stories from World Vision files

My	name	is�	Jacquelyn	Tova	and	I	am	a	Mother’s�	Union	member	of	Haliatu	Anglican	
Church.	I	am	very	interes�ted	in	this�	Peace	Building	Training	as�	it	gives�	me	more	
idea	 on	 how	 to	 talk	with	 other	 people.	 Als�o,	 I	 s�ee	 it	 as�	 a	 chance	 to	 increas�e	
my	knowledge	and	moreover	 the	knowledge	of	other	women	who	are	not	well	
educated.	 I	s�ee	this�	training	fit	to	our	culture	and	s�o	 it	 is�	s�imple	to	unders�tand.	
In	 addition	 to	 that,	 I	 am	 als�o	 traumatis�ed	 from	 this�	 ethnic	 tens�ion	 becaus�e	my	
hus�band	was�	killed	during	this�	cris�is�	and	all	thes�e	years�	I	have	been	s�earching	for	
ways�	to	heal	the	wound	in	my	heart	and	als�o	the	hearts�	of	my	three	children.	Now	
this�	training	had	change[d]	my	life,	I	want	to	look	for	the	men	who	did	the	killing	
and	mediate	for	reconciliation	with	them	in	a	res�torative	jus�tice	method…

***

My	name	is�	Rebecca	Tova	and	I	[am]	jus�t	a	hous�ewife.	I	am	thankful	indeed	for	
this�	kind	of	training	to	be	held	in	our	community	and	als�o	it	recognis�es�	not	only	the	
educated	but	als�o	the	uneducated	like	me.	I	am	pleas�e[d]	to	train	in	this�	training	as�	
I	will	als�o	s�hare	with	other	women	like	me	who	are	uneducated	about	this�	training.	
It	will	really	help	my	pers�onal	life	becaus�e	my	hus�band	is�	als�o	a	participant	in	this�	
training.	At	the	time	of	the	ethnic	tens�ion	the	people	here	are	s�o	s�ubmis�s�ive	but	
this�	cours�e	has�	encouraged	us�	to	be	as�s�ertive,	to	come	out	with	our	feelings�	in	a	
way	that	I	won’t	hurt	you	and	won’t	hurt	mys�elf	als�o.	Moreover,	during	this�	cours�e	
I	have	s�een	that	thos�e	people	that	are	always�	s�ubmis�s�ive	now	are	s�tarting	to	come	
out	from	their	nut-s�hells�	and	s�haring	their	experiences�	in	front	of	the	clas�s�	during	
the	training.	I	s�ee	this�	as�	a	s�tepping	s�tone	towards�	coming	out	and	making	our	way	
forward	to	finding	the	real	true	peace	that	we	once	experience[d]	during	the	pas�t	
but	this�	is�	not	a	time	to	look	back	but	to	look	forward	to	true	peace.
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Much of the church reconciliation was also led by men, with the Melanesian 
Brothers particularly important, as we have seen. The Solomon Islands Christian 
Association was the network that lobbied most persistently for a policy emphasis 
on reconciliation, specifically for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
The commission proposal first emerged in the Civil Society Peace Conference 
Communiqué in 2000. Civil society programs that had an impact also always had 
a lot of church involvement, even being led by pastors. An example was the 
restorative justice training and reconciliation work between Malaita and the 
Weather Coast led by an indigenous pastor working for World Vision. The first 
phase of that work involved the training in restorative justice largely organised 
through churches in conflict areas. The second stage brought church leaders 
from the two areas together for more than a week of shared training, sharing of 
stories, apology, reconciliation and forgiveness. Then in June 2009, 30 Malaitan 
chiefs sailed to Marau for a reconciliation meeting with 30 chiefs from across the 
Weather Coast for the third stage of the project. The final stage—yet to occur at 
the time of writing—involves the militants who did the killing coming together 
to reconcile. For many programs, it has been getting onto this final stage of 
actually engaging the ex-militants to reconcile directly with one another that 
has proven too difficult. 

By far the most important site where meaningful reconciliation has occurred 
between militants from both sides has been Rove prison. This was not initiated 
by the prison administration,1 but substantially by the prisoners themselves. 
On one famous occasion, a Guadalcanal Liberation Front (GLF) prisoner was 
mistakenly put on the MEF side of Rove prison. When the police rushed to the 
prison to correct the mistake, he was found with his arm around Jimmy Rasta, 
with whom he had reconciled. Prison Fellowship International’s Sycamore 
Tree Program (a Christian restorative justice approach) has been taken up by 
the Bible Way Church’s ministry to the prison. It is led by a released former 
militant, Elton Kenasi. Welfare officers and the pastor at Rove prison got behind 
Sycamore Tree and the ex-combatants who lead its work. The Bible Way 
Church also runs a halfway house where militants from all sides have stayed, 
often for many months, often with their families, after release from prison until 
they are ready to build a new life. Families who have travelled from afar for 
reconciliations at the prison also stay at the halfway house. The church also 

1 Hopefully, the thought given to rehabilitation in the prison is not well captured by AusAID’s (2007:18) 
Solomon Islands Transitional Country Strategy—Performance Framework. Its ‘Transitional strategy 
outcome’ 1.4 is ‘Rehabilitative programs established to reduce recidivism’. The ‘[s]ources for reviewing [that] 
transitional strategy outcome’ are the ‘[n]umber of probation orders made and implemented’. Outcome 1.4.2 
is ‘[c]ontinued monitoring of the extent to which probation is used as an alternative to custodial sentencing’ 
and the associated source for reviewing this outcome circles back to ‘[r]ehabilitative programs established 
and used’! Not only is the strategy circular; ‘probation’ and ‘rehabilitation programs’ are limited options and 
outcomes in the circle in terms of their specificity and innovation. It reads as a fit to some sort of international 
template that bears no relationship to the ideas about rehabilitation that circulate in the local context. 
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does community mediation in former conflict areas, especially on Malaita. They 
have a philosophy of keeping the government out of their reconciliation work 
as they feel when the government gets involved it brings in victim demands for 
compensation from the government. The Bible Way reconciliation is very much 
about a personal religious journey to bring Jesus into the militant’s life. For this 
reason, it has not engaged the 10 or so prisoners who have converted to an anti-
Western Islam while in Rove prison. Many of these are ex-combatants. Note the 
irony that a RAMSI sent to guard against non-existent Muslim fundamentalists 
in Solomon Islands villages miraculously managed to create some in the prison 
it built. 

The Bible Way reconciliation work has had little donor support. Much of the 
funding has come from former militants who participated in the program while 
inside and, as of 2009, were supporting it from outside. Leaders of the church 
and prison staff told us that Jimmy Rasta had provided formidable funding to 
transport families (by boat from Malaita, for example) to join reconciliations 
inside the prison and for other needs of the program. Jimmy’s wife, Vika Koto, we 
were told, always cooks and brings the food for the reconciliations; she served 
two years in prison herself on remand awaiting a murder trial in which she was 
acquitted. We were struck that in our conversations with the Rasta family, they 
did not mention this generosity; it was others, including their former enemies, 
who reported their generosity. Rasta did, however, tell us that all 43 employees 
in his brick-making, plant hire and roadwork business are ex-combatants. He 
claimed the business existed for the purpose of serving their reintegration, 
rather than his accumulation of wealth. Rasta won a landslide victory to enter 
Parliament in 2010 and became a minister in the new government alongside 
another former prisoner from the Tension, ex-policeman Manasseh Maelanga, 
who became Deputy Prime Minister. Alex Bartlett is another militant leader 
who has donated many thousands of dollars worth of support to the work of the 
Bible Way Church with prisoners. 

One reconciliation, between former prime minister Alebua and Ronnie Cawa, 
was discussed in a Sycamore Tree Program meeting at Rove prison. We also 
discussed it in a long interview with Alebua and a very brief one with Cawa. 
It was seen as a difficult reconciliation involving a number of stages. Cawa and 
Harold Keke are widely seen as the least reconciled individuals in Rove prison 
and the most volatile and violent; the worst incidents of violence between 
militants inside the prison have actually been between these two. Cawa was 
Keke’s right-hand man who did much of his killing. Alebua, who was Premier 
of Guadalcanal at the time, was shot in the head, losing an eye, and through 
the elbow. He says he forgave all those who were responsible for doing that to 
him while he was in prison. Because of restrictions by the prison authorities 
on the number of relatives who could attend the reconciliation in the prison 
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between Alebua and Cawa, Alebua said: ‘There is peace in my heart after the 
reconciliation, but not peace in the heart of my tribe.’ Like everyone else who 
had tried to reconcile with Harold Keke, his attempts would fall apart when 
Keke would lapse into imagining he was a different person. Alebua claims—as 
did other senior players on the Guadalcanal side—that he prayed with the many 
MEF militants in Rove prison and reconciled with them all. 

Figure 6.1 Jimmy Rasta Lusibaea (second from right, in sunglasses) with 
ex-combatants who work in his brick-making, plant hire and roadwork 
business

Photo: John Braithwaite

Jimmy Rasta, Alex Bartlett, Andrew Te’e and Joe Sangu are other militant leaders 
who have been touched by the Sycamore Tree Program. Prison staff report 
amazement at observing the ex-combatants living together in a small prison for 
years and never observing unpleasant interactions, let alone violence, between 
the MEF and IFM inmates. Interestingly, Alebua liked being in prison very 
much. Rove to him was like ‘a monastery’ where he could ‘develop his spiritual 
side’ with time for contemplation without the constant pressure a big-man faces 
of demands from wantoks for help with this or that. Reconciliation with his 
enemies had been a big part of that monastic experience. But in a letter Ezekiel 
Alebua showed us in prison that he had written from there to the Minister for 
Peace, Unity and Reconciliation on 4 July 2008, he warned this is not enough:
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Reconciliation will never achieve any changes if we hold ceremonies 
merely for the sake of fulfilling a spiritual or a traditional norm. To 
simply express an apology and recompensate [sic] for wrongs inflicted 
won’t be enough. There must be changes in our strategies and approach 
to political, economic and social developments.  

The new Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
debate

Until 2006, a widespread feeling among Solomons leaders was that theirs was 
a small nation where everyone in the elite knew everyone else, so a Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission might open up new conflicts that would be 
hard to manage. A common feeling was that while such a commission would 
be a good thing, the nation was not ready for it, not yet mature enough in 
its spirit of apology and forgiveness to learn from the past. From 2006, that 
changed, with both the Sogavare and the Sikua governments moving to a policy 
of support for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The Solomon Islands 
Christian Association (SICA) lobbied for it from 2000. Oxfam was a supporter 
of the churches in the campaign. But the Kemakeza government of 2001–06 
feared truth and in these years RAMSI preferred prison to reconciliation, seeing 
reconciliation as something the people of Solomon Islands needed to sort out 
themselves.2 SICA claims that an Australian high commissioner had in the past 
dismissed their analogy with South Africa by asserting that South Africa might 
have needed a Truth and Reconciliation Commission because it did not have 
a functioning multi-ethnic judiciary, whereas the Solomons had that. For its 
part, the Kemakeza government told SICA a commission might ‘open up a can 
of worms’. Because of the history of dishonouring the spirit of the amnesty 
in the Townsville Peace Agreement, combatant leaders such as Jimmy Rasta, 
Alex Bartlett and Andrew Te’e were in 2009 openly hostile to the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, though 2010 reports indicated some softening of 
opposition from some militant leaders. They feared what they said would be 

2 There is no direct partnership between RAMSI and the Ministry of National Unity, Reconciliation and 
Peace. The ministry does not come under any of the RAMSI pillars. The Permanent Secretary of the Ministry, 
Joy Kere, has argued that there would be great benefit from logistical support from RAMSI for the ministry’s 
work and ‘[t]hat meaningful reconciliation and law and order [should] be considered as conditions for RAMSI’s 
phase down’. In her evidence to the Parliamentary Inquiry (2009:204) into RAMSI, Kere said: ‘If RAMSI’s 
role is to assist in the long term stability of Solomon Islands then some effort and assistance is required to 
enable the Solomon Islands Government and its people to address and reconcile grievances in a manner that 
is meaningful to Solomon Islanders. As we are all aware, if grievances are not addressed appropriately and 
avenues for reconciliation are not provided then all the good work that has been presented by RAMSI might 
unravel.’ 
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used against them in further prosecutions. The visit of Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu from South Africa in May 2009 began a process of turning around those 
fears. 

The Solomon Islands context for mounting a Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission is very different from any previous commission. In the seven years 
since the conflict ended, the number of arrests and incarcerations per capita, 
more so per conflict death, exceeds that in any case of post-conflict justice the 
authors know of. The big question for Truth and Reconciliation Commissions 
in other nations has been: which will be the cases for which we will use the 
truth established to launch prosecutions and where will we allow amnesty? 
The Solomons already has an amnesty law (see Chapter 4, Footnote 1), albeit 
one whose spirit, as articulated in speeches in the Parliament that enacted it, 
has hardly been honoured. RAMSI, the Solomon Islands Police Force and the 
DPP no longer had great interest in launching new Tension cases at the time 
of our 2009 fieldwork, and a declining interest in cleaning out the old ones. 
As of June 2009, the DPP had a list of 13 pending Tension cases involving 30 
defendants still to be tried. But some of these defendants were militants such 
as Harold Keke, who were already in prison or had already been convicted on 
other charges. In September 2010, within days of Jimmy Rasta Lusibaea being 
appointed Minister for Fisheries and Marine Resources, it was announced he 
would stand trial for attempted murder in November 2010. Along with Patterson 
Saeni, already in prison on a life sentence, Rasta is charged with firing shots at 
a senior police executive’s home in 2002.

In a context in which most of the post-conflict justice work is done, the key 
policy question is no longer ‘how willing are we to trade away justice to get to 
the truth and to reconciliation?’ More of the emphasis can be on the nation-
building opportunity that truth about the past and reconciliation for the future 
can deliver in a post-conflict environment. South Africa is the best-known 
example of seizing that nation-building opportunity thanks to the grace of 
leaders such as Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu, who were able to rewrite 
the national story of South Africa as a coming together of peoples—black, white 
and coloured—who were all victims of an institution called apartheid. Abraham 
Lincoln had likewise been able to re-narrate what it meant to be an American 
160 years ago at the end of that country’s Civil War: black or white, North or 
South, to be an American was to be a victim of slavery as an institution; an 
American is a person who is part of a national struggle to transcend the terrible 
legacy of slavery (Meister 1999). The truth and reconciliation process in Solomon 
Islands provides an opportunity for citizens to tell their stories and to hear 
those of others, to discover what it means to be a Solomon Islander. It provides 
an important vehicle for linking people in different parts of the archipelago 
through shared storytelling and the understanding and empathy this is likely 
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to generate. These local stories could, in turn, contribute to a national narrative 
that will attempt to make sense of the conflict years and identify what is needed 
to ensure the same mistakes are not repeated. The process of storytelling began 
with the first hearings in March 2010 ‘featuring a procession by school children 
and victims’ and an opening by the chair ‘saying the hearings would disperse 
shame but also that the perpetrators would have a chance to regain their 
humanity’ (Harris Rimmer 2010:7).

Jimmy Rasta says he wants a ‘Forgiveness Bill’; Alex Bartlett wants a ‘Pardon 
Bill’. The Sikua government’s National Policy Statement included to ‘[t]able a 
Pardon/Forgiveness Bill in Parliament for enactment’ (Parliamentary Inquiry 
2009:200). On his election in August 2010, the incoming Prime Minister, Danny 
Philip, announced he would introduce a Forgiveness Bill to cover all ex-militants. 
Like most leaders of the Tension, Rasta and Bartlett have already served prison 
sentences. It is an option for the Solomon Islands Government to apologise to 
militants through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission for failing to honour 
the spirit of the amnesty agreement it signed in Townsville in 2000, to commit 
to an end to all new Tension trials and for the Governor-General to pardon all 
of those currently in prison who are rehabilitated and stand ready to apologise 
for their wrongdoing. Possibly only two of them would likely be a danger to the 
community and these happen to be the two most serious offenders. A Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission report recommendation in 2011 for a Forgiveness 
Bill would doubtless not be passed by the Parliament before 2012. By then, the 
ex-combatants remaining in prison would have been there a long time. Almost 
all have been model prisoners. Most had no prior criminal record of any kind 
and come from loving families that stand ready to support them on release. From 
inside prison, they have shown leadership to the rest of the nation in how to 
bring the killers from the two sides together in reconciliation. The Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission could acknowledge this leadership. Most of these 
ex-combatants are profoundly committed to non-violence as a result of their 
reconciliation experience with Sycamore Tree; most are respected, energetic 
leaders from communities that need more hard-working leaders. When Rasta 
was in prison, he organised a work group to fix the many examples of defective 
plumbing and drainage in the prison, to repair decaying buildings and paint 
them. A joint ex-IFM–MEF work team in the prison when we visited in 2009 
was completely rebuilding and refurbishing the prison chapel, crafting fine 
pews for their services. 

Rove prison is overcrowded, so there is a case that the nation would be well 
served by emptying out combatants who have paid their dues when so many 
other killers and masterminds of violence have gone free, when many more 
serious criminals than those locked up were released in return for testifying 
against those on the RAMSI target list. Of course, the argument against Rasta’s 
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‘Forgiveness Bill’ is that it would do injustice and compromise the rule of law. 
But it also does violence to the rule of law to offer immunity to more serious 
criminals who testify against less serious ones because the latter happened to 
hold an office in the MEF command structure. It also does violence to the rule 
of law to turn a blind eye to the corruption of multinational logging companies 
and the ministers they paid as root causes of the Tension. It also does violence 
to the rule of law to fail to prosecute RAMSI officers who offered financial 
inducements to witnesses to testify against those on their target list. If it is an 
acceptable deviation from the rule of law to legislate for these RAMSI officers 
to enjoy immunity from prosecution in respect of any crimes they commit in 
responding to the conflict (Hameiri 2009b:566), why is it unacceptable to grant 
such immunity to former militants? A counter to the rule-of-law objection to 
a Rasta Forgiveness Bill is therefore that there was selective injustice in who 
served time in prison. 

One interesting question is whether this debate might change if Andrew Nori 
were to be prosecuted. Nori is a wealthy man who secured impunity while so 
many of the poor men he influenced went to prison. Many Solomon Islanders 
wish to see him in jail. But perhaps even the launching of a Nori prosecution 
would not change the debate now, as Nori has been a loser, not a winner from the 
Tension. He has lost his professional and personal reputation and his family has 
suffered tragically as a result of the choices he made to stand with the militants. 
If he is ready to apologise in a deep and genuine way, perhaps the nation might 
now be ready to forgive him through a Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

Jimmy Rasta believes that without a Forgiveness Bill, the Gold Ridge mine will 
never be allowed to reopen safely because locals around the mine feel such a deep 
sense of injustice over the selective incarceration of their relatives. Some of them 
are keen to exact payback for this against the mine.3 Rasta argues that emptying 
out the prisons of ex-militants would ‘let RAMSI deal with corruption. Arrest 
all corrupt leaders and put them behind bars.’ John Braithwaite replied that it 
seemed inconsistent to want a Forgiveness Bill for the Tension trials but then to 
want to fill the jails with corrupt leaders. No, he retorted, jails are expensive for 
a poor nation and must be reserved to help solve the nation’s current problems, 
and no current problem is a bigger threat to the nation’s future than corruption. 
Punishing crimes of a previous period of history is a luxury, an injustice the 
nation can no longer afford, in Rasta’s view, as long as impunity remains for 
the crimes of logging that, more importantly than causing the last conflict, will 
cause the next one. He sees his Forgiveness Bill as bounded in time to crimes of 
the distant past, freeing up criminal enforcement for crimes that will endanger 
the nation’s future.

3 Rasta worked at Gold Ridge before the Tension.
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Another truth a commission could reveal is the location of perhaps 300 weapons 
stolen from police armouries that remain unaccounted for. That is a truth 
that the Rastas and the Bartletts who are calling for a Forgiveness Bill are in 
the strongest position to draw out. Another who could contribute greatly to 
answering that question is the man who is number one on RAMSI’s fugitive list, 
Edmund Sae, the former police armourer accused of assassinating his former 
police commissioner. No-one would have more to gain from a Forgiveness Bill 
than Sae and, if he could promise to account for the missing weapons as part 
of the price for his pardon, that would be a truth that would greatly increase 
prospects for future peace. 

Figure 6.2 Community spectacle to consummate weapons disposal

Photo: Courtesy of David Hegarty

At the time of our 2009 fieldwork, Father Sam Ata had recently been appointed as 
chairman and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission was recruiting only 30 
staff. This of course will not be sufficient for the kind of historical analysis that 
was done by the Timor-Leste Truth and Reception Commission and the South 
African commission on the root causes of the conflict. These staff resources would 
also not be sufficient for the investigative work to turn over all the rocks on who 
were the key perpetrators and corruptors behind the conflict. The legislative 
model for the commission is influenced by Sierra Leone—another country 
whose commission was thinly funded. The timeline for the Solomon Islands 
commission is just one year, with an option for extension through a second 
year. It will not be able to award compensation or grant amnesties. Testimony 
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of witnesses before the commission will not be able to be used against them in 
subsequent prosecutions. According to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
Act 2008, statements before the commission, as well as its findings and any 
other facts or information disclosed in relation to its work, cannot be used as 
evidence in any proceedings before a court of law. This provision has attracted 
criticism from human rights groups, notably Amnesty International (2009), on 
the grounds that it provides impunity to wrongdoers. The International Centre 
for Transitional Justice and the UNDP have been assisting the commission with 
advisors. But as one of them said, a difference from the Timor-Leste commission 
is that here most of the work will not be done by Australian advisors; it will be 
completed by Solomon Islander staff. 

As in Bougainville, in the Solomons, genuine Melanesian reconciliation cannot 
be done in two years—the proposed maximum life of the Solomon Islands Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission. It will also not be done mainly at the national 
level. It will take decades of step-by-step local reconciliation work in villages 
and in churches. For problems whose roots are rural, long-term reconciliation 
work connected to bottom-up development that can deliver ‘justice as a better 
future’ (Shearing and Johnson 2005) is the reconciliation work that matters 
most. But just as the National Peace Council was, and World Vision is, pushing 
that slow process forward, so might the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
do that in 2010 and beyond. 

Refugee reintegration

One thing that has made reconciliation difficult is that most of the refugees 
fled rural Guadalcanal and most of them never returned to their former homes. 
If they returned from Malaita at all, it was mostly to the poverty of squatter 
settlements around Honiara. Malaitans who fled Western Province mostly did 
return and enjoy warm relationships with locals today. Public provision of 
payments for refugees to resettle increased anger because so many missed out as 
a consequence of militant leaders and politicians embezzling the money. NGOs 
such as Caritas and World Vision assisted with trauma counselling that was 
delivered through churches. 

One of the important dilemmas of peacekeeping revealed by the Solomons 
experience was the effect on traumatised communities of continued armed 
patrols once the streets had been made safe. The importance of especially 
military peacekeepers’ display of weapons in motivating militants to surrender 
theirs in mid-2003 was repeatedly emphasised in our interviews. In subsequent 
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years, however, there was considerable local questioning of whether a move to 
the Bougainville policy of both police and military peacekeepers being unarmed 
was a better policy:

[M]any women and children are still traumatised by the mere sight of 
firearms because the ethnic tension is still fresh in their minds. Another 
impact is that carriage of firearms openly in public has the potential to 
give the wrong impression that Solomon Islands can only have peace 
and stability through armed law enforcement. It is in the long term 
interests of Solomon Islanders that they regain their confidence in the 
police and the judiciary carrying out their functions without the use 
of firearms. On this basis, therefore, Rev Riti suggested that perhaps 
RAMSI should…slowly phase out the practice. (Parliamentary Inquiry 
2009:179) 

Many Malaitans evicted from rural Guadalcanal and from jobs at Gold Ridge 
and the oil-palm plantations returned to squatter settlements on the outskirts 
of Honiara such as Burns Creek, which have become hot-spots of youth crime 
and alcohol abuse. The Honiara City Council does not wish to encourage this 
squatting by non-ratepayers, so services are exceptionally poor there. At 
least 2000 and possibly 5000 people are believed to live at Burns Creek in an 
area relying on just two water taps. One foreign ambassador lamented that 
her country would like to help these displaced people, but the Honiara City 
Council, the Guadalcanal Provincial Government and the national government 
did not ‘want us putting in running water’. There are a number of squatter 
settlements dominated by refugees from the violence of more than a decade ago 
that are almost as poorly serviced and as afflicted by violence and alcohol as 
Burns Creek. Most of the population of Honiara post-conflict are squatters. 

Combatant reintegration

The attempt to reintegrate former combatants into the police as special 
constables was a disaster that cloaked many criminals as police, opening up 
a whole new world of criminal opportunities for them. This failure and the 
widespread embezzlement of reintegration funds for combatants created an 
environment at the time of RAMSI’s arrival of resistance to any more government 
handouts to militants. So the Solomon Islands case did not see the widespread 
investment in support for ex-combatants to start up businesses that was seen in 
other regional conflicts in Bougainville, Aceh and elsewhere. More than 1000 
special constables were dismissed and demobilised under a UNDP combatant 
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reintegration program that included reconciliation ceremonies in the villages 
of the demobilised special constables followed by weapons surrender (UNDP 
2005). 

In the analysis of a former Malaitan premier, the reintegration assistance that 
did flow to combatants who handed in their weapons flowed too early. Militants 
wasted much of it on alcohol and wild living instead of investing it in income 
generation for their family’s future. It was poorly used—first, because ex-
combatants needed trauma counselling and assistance with reintegration with 
their families and villages as the starting priority. Second, the former premier 
argued, the rule of law needed to be re-established before it would be safe 
for ex-combatants to invest reintegration payments in businesses that had a 
chance of surviving. The interesting timing argument of the premier here is 
that combatants should not receive cash when they hand their guns in. Instead 
they should receive an IOU that promises a reintegration payment after they are 
reconciled and resettled in their community and after the business environment 
re-stabilises to one in which business start-ups can flourish. 

This chapter shows reintegration occurring from the bottom up rather than 
the top down. Churches and villages provided the most striking examples. 
The important reconciliations that occurred in prison were also of the bottom-
up type. Refugee and combatant reintegration has been mismanaged and 
misappropriated by national and provincial governments. Top-down command 
and control became a priority with the arrival of RAMSI, but not reconciliation 
and reintegration. In most places, refugees wanting to return to their homes have 
not received support to do so, and when they returned to squatter settlements 
instead, many basic services there were wilfully denied to them. While the top-
down policy priorities did not help, divided local communities and churches 
often did manage to weave the fabric of their societies back together. 


